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formance of lithotrity by Mr. Costello before a very crowded
audience in the Town Hall, the School of Anatomy not being
sufficiently large for the spectators. You will notice that at
that time a dissecting room seems not to have been thought
an unsuitable place for a surgical operation.

It was remarked at the time that not a single Oxford gra-
duate in medicine attended to support the Regius Professor
of Medicine.
The second meeting of the Association at Oxford, which

now numbered I,630 members, was held in July, 1852. Dr.
Ogle, the Regius Professor was the President, and the meet-
ings, which extended over two days, were held in the House
of Convocation. On this occasion the honorary degree of
D.C.L. was conferred on three members, Sir Charles Hastings,
the founder; Dr. John Forbes, of London; and Dr. John
Conolly, of Hanwell. In the evening of the first day the
Association was entertained in the Radcliffe Camera by Dr.
Acland.
Another sixteen years passed, and in i868 the Association

visited Oxford for a third time. It had now grown to a
total membership of 3,672, of which some 5oo attended the
meeting. Dr. Acland, the Regius Professor, presided, the
general meetings being held in the Hall of Christ Church,
while the Sectional meetings, of which there were five, were
held in the University Museum. Among the Sectional Secre-
taries on that occasion I find the name of W. S. Church,
M.A., B.M., now President of the College of Physicians, who
has kindly undertaken to give the Address in Medicine
to-morrow evening. I am glad to add that the three local
Secretaries, Dr. Gray, Dr. Tuckwell, and Mr. Edward Chap-
man, now a Member of Parliament, are all living. The
honorary degree of D.C.L. was conferred on the following
members: dir Charles Locock, the Rev. Samuel Haughton,
M.D., Dr. Gull, Mr. Jamps Paget, Mr. John Simon, and Mr.
James Syme.
To-day our Association numbers over I9,ooo members, and

we are expecting more than three times the number who
visited Oxford in i868. More than this-and it is, I think, a
matter for hearty congratulation-the influence of our Asso-
ciation has grown world-wide, for since i868 Branches have
been formed throughout India and in nearly all of our
Colonies. This traly remarkable growth of our Association
in magnitude, power, and influence has been due to the
fostering care and unremitting labour of many workers. Into
our hands they have entrusted a great inheritance, and it will
be our duty to see that no negligence nor unwise and ill-
considered action on our part tend in any way to jeopardize
its further growth and development and power for useful-
ness.
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OUR SANITARY NEEDS, WITH SPECIAL, REFERENCE
TO THE NATIONAL HEALTH.

I FEEL very deeply the honour which your Council has con-
ferred on me in requesting me to give the Address in Medicine
at this meeting of the Association, and feel still more deeply
the difficulty of the task-a difficulty which arises not only
from my own incompetency but also from the vastness and
complexity of the subject.

MEDICINE IN i868.
Medicine having for its object the mental and bodily

health of mankind is closely interconnected with the varying
circumstances that bear on the conditions under which we live.
The prosperity of the nation, the conditions under which the
labours of the population are carried on, the state of commerce
and of the arts and sciences, all react on the health of the
people, and nothing which concerns the life of the nation
is foreign to the subject. Every advancement in science
and its application to the arts has a bearing on medicine.
To pure science it is directly indebted for means by which

the various organs of the body can be examined, ther
presence of disease demonstrated, the changes in our bodies
accompanying disordered health recognized; and, perhaps
more important than all, the exact methods of science
point out the way in which the more complex questions
presented in living bodies should be studied. It would occupy
too much time, even if I were competent for the task, to trace
a portion of the benefits which the exact sciences have con-
ferred on clinical medicine during the years that have passed
since the Association last met in this university city, a
meeting at which addresses which still stand out as memor-
able among the numbers which have, been given on similar
occasions were delivered by Acland, Rolleston, and Gull, who
will for many years yet to come be remembered not only as-
ornaments of our profession, but as having done much to
promote medical and scientific knowledge-leaders to whom
we can still look for guidance for the manner in which the'
different subjects they treated of should be approached.
The meeting of the Association in i868 is for another reason

of unusual interest, for it may be taken as marking the date
of the parting of the ways. TJp to that period our concep-
tions of the causes of morbid changes in the body had not
undergone any great modification from the views held by the
originators of pathology-Morgagni, Hunter, Baillie, Carswell,
anL others. Our knowledge of the infective processes leading
to inflammation and suppuration may be said to have been
at that time non-existent. The symptoms and course of the
specific fevers as well as the circumstances under which they
occur had been thoroughly recognized and worked out, but
we were still ignorant of the true nature of the specific
poisons on which they depended. Medicine remained open
to the taunt to which Bacon two hundred years before ha&b
given utterance, " That it had rather professed than laboured
and yet more laboured than advanced, as the pains bestowed
thereon was rather circular than progressive, for I find great,
repetition and but little new matter in the writers on.
physic.''

It was in the year preceding the Oxford meeting that Lister
read at Dublin his paper on the " Antiseptic Principle in the
Practice of Surgery,"2 founded on the results of his treatment
of compound fractures, abscesses, and wounds3 during the'
preceding three years. It was at this time also that the infec-
tivity of tuberculous matter began to be generally recognized*.
twenty years before, Klencke4 had produced tuberculosis of
the lungs and liver in rabbits by inoculation with human
tubercle, but he did not pursue his investigations, and his ex-
periments attracted little notice, and it was not until
Villemin's work in i86z, and the account of his numerous and'
careful experiments published in 1868,6 that attention was
again drawn to the subject. Villemin's work was carried on
by Sir J. Burdon Sanderson,7 late Regius Professor of Medi-
cine in this University, who explored and demonstrated the
channels by which the tuberculous process is disseminated
within the organism; yet many years had to elapse before'
Koch in I882 demonstrated that the presence of the tubercle'
bacillus in all tuberculous degenerations was the essential
element.

THE GROWTH OF BACTERIOLOGY.
I have thought it desirable to remind you thus very briefly?

of the position in which medical knowledge stood in I868,
before drawing your attention to some of the remarks made
by Sir W. Gull, in his address on " Clinical Observation in
Relation to Medicine in Modern Times," which he treated with.
the breadth of view and felicity of generalization which wasp
characteristic of his mind and teaching. It was the adapta-
tion of Pasteur's work and discoveries to medicine, and Koch's.
demonstration of the bacillus of tubercle in 1882, which
led to the revolution which has taken place in our con-
ceptions of the nature and cause of many forms of disease.
Whilst I have no intention of attempting to review the-
changes that the last thirty-five years have witnessed, it'
may be nevertheless instructive as well as interesting to turn
to some of the passages in Sir William, Gull's address,.
and mark how great is the gulf which separates the
medicine of the present day from that of our immediate pre-
decessors. In speaking of fevers Sir William Gull8said
' In the consideration of these, small-pox stands first, since
through vaccination we have clearly demonstrated, at leasb-
for one form of fever-and it seems but fair to infer the same
for others-that recovery and subsequent immunity are pro-
duced by a process of impregnation and assimilation, and'
not, as is still maintained by some, of elimination"; whilst
rejecting the theory of zymosis, by which he says "we are
carried back to the days of ignorance when concoction and
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mnaturation were made to explain whatever was obscure," he
suggests that "what really constitutes the specific character
of each fever is the attendant tissue change which, when com-
pleted according to the special poison, is followed by convales-
cence "-although, I think it is pretty clear that he contem-
plated by tissue changes an alteration in the solid tissues of
the body, his words do not inaptly apply to the changes which
we believe are undergone by the blood. In his Harveian
Oration delivered two years later he again refers to the subject
.of infectious diseases, saying "1 that they spread by emanations
from the sick must have been long known, and that such
emanations are of a solid nature we may infer from the fact
that they may be dried and conveyed from place to place,
but in what state, whetlier as amorphous material or as germs,
we know no more to-day than was known a thousand years
ago.'
How different is the position now! Already we are ac-

quainted with the specific organisms which are the causa
causans of many of the febrile diseases, and can safely assume
that the others, in which we have not yet discovered the
micro-organisms, are due to similar agency. How much more
hopeful is the outlook now than, when Gull said, " It is now
universally acknowledged that the art of medicine is all but
powerless in controlling the large class of diseases called
zymotic! lt may be there do not exist nor may ever be
formed by Art antidotes to their poisons. But should it be
otherwise my duty at this moment still seems clear-that I
ought not to stir up your minds to search for such secrets of
Nature. Upon this search too much time has already been
wasted, and an incalculable amount of life has been lost.
Specifics will no doubt continue to be sought after, but pre-
ventive medicine will more largely obtain the suffrages
of the best informed members of our profession."' 0 Traly,
as he says in another place, "the knowledge which seems
exhaustive to-day may in the changing circumstances of the
world be defective to-morrow." For it now seems probable that
most, if not all, of these diseases, as we already know of some,
bear with them their own antidote, and that as Sir John Burdon
Sanderson has said, "Every injurious substance which is
capable of being assimilated (in the physiological sense) by
a living cell is also capable of exciting in it an abnormal
reaction antagonistic to the first." 11

I have not the requisite knowledge to ente-r into the most
interesting but most difficult subject of immunization and the
phenomena presented by the agglutinative, bactericidal, and
lhaemolytic properties of the blood serum under certain con-
ditions. The investigations which have been so actively
carried on in recent years in these directions have greatly
increased our knowledge of the blood and its component
parts, and we trust they may lead to still further advances in
the field of serum-therapeusis-a field which offers a hopeful
prospect for enabling us to counteract the bad effects to which
specific disease-producing organisms are carable of giving
rise in the living body.

INTERNAL SECRETIONS.
.Another most important step onwards in our physiological

'knowledge and its application to the treatment of disease
was made when we became acquainted with the connexion
e2xisting between that group of symptoms which we now call
y2yxoedema and disease of the thyroid gland. Sir William

Gull himself, in 1873, Was the first to draw our attention, to
i~,p0retinoid state supervening after adult age,12 but it was

e searches of Ord, Reverdin, Kocher, Horsley, and
IrrayothatAthe existence of what are spoken of as internal

ecretions of glands was suspected and proved.
Thebrilliant.results from the administration of the thy-

roid gland or its extract in myxoedema raised our hopes and
expectations that we might, by the administration of other
glandular extracts, obtain benefit in,those morbid conditions
in-which it appeared probable that an internal secretion bears
a part. As yet these expectations can hardly be said to have
been fulfilled. Neither in diabetes nor in morbus Addisonii
has the administration of the pancreas or. the suprarenal
glands been followed by any marked or constant beneficial
effect on the disease. The researches of Schbfer and Oliver
have proved the physiological action of the extract of the
suprarenal glands to be both constant and powerful, and
further researches may lead us to a better knowledge of the
physiological functions of the internal -secretions and enable
us to make therapeutic use of them. HHitherto we have used
these glandular extracts to supply the place of the -normal
secretions which we have inferred might be absent owing to
disease being present in the secreting organ. Is it not pos-

sible-nay, probable-that it is not this simple absence but
rather the presence of a vitiated secretion acting prejudicially
on the organism which produces the evil with which we have
to contend ?
Further observations by Dr. Oliver13show the remarkable

effects which are produced on the blood pressure by the ad-
ministration of small doses of creatinin, uric acid and its
compounds, glycogen, xanthin, and the purin bodies con-
tined in food; while equally active depressors of arterial
pressure are found in bodies so closely allied by chemical
composition to those which increase it, as are ci eatinin,
hippuric acid, and hypoxanthin.

TROPICAL MEDICINE.
In other lines of research the progress made is not less re-

markable. The ancients were well acquainted with the com-
moner forms of intestin-. worms, although theywere ignorant
of the remarkable pbb -8-5 presented in their development.
They have left us full as ..1 accurate descriptions of the clinical
symptoms produced by hem and the means which should be
adopted for their cure.'4 Until a very few years ago we could
hardly be said to possess more knowledge than our predeces-
sors of the part played by the animal kingdom in the dis-
semination and propagation of dieease in man. It had long
been recognized that man shared with animals the liability
to be affected by certain maladies-for example, rabies and
glanders-but no suspicion existed of the important part
which the lower orders of creation play in the maintenance
and diffusion of some of the most widespread and deadly of
the diseases which affect man.
Slowly and gradually the natural history of malaria and

yellow fever has been worked out. M. Laveran in i88o first
discovered and described the organism of paludism in the
blood, and his discovery, like that of the tubercle bacillus by
Koch in I882, forms an epoch in the history of medicine.
Laveran's observations were carried on by many others,
of whom I must mention Marchiafava, Bignami, (Celli, and
Golgi, who together with many other distinguished Italian
scientists, did so much to make us acquainted with one
portion of the life-history of the malarial parasite, many
years before its complete life-cycle had been discovered by
the suggestions and reasoning of Manson, and the laborious
and persevering investigations of Ross. Already the work
done, mainly under thc auspices of the Liverpool and London
Schools of Tropical 1 dicine, has begun to bear fruit not
merely by increasing ir knowledge of malaria and certain
other forms of tropic- disease, but by having in the short
space that has elapseoi had a marked influence in diminish-
ing sickness and mortality in places which were so deadly
to European life, that trade could hardly be maintained
with them. Nor is it only in these hot-beds of fever that
beneficial results have been obtained, as Professor Boyce's
account of antimalarial measures taken at Ismailia showe.
The result of the sanitary work put in action by the
authorities of the Suez Canal has been eminently satis-
factory. The attacks of malaria in a population consisting
of about I,900 or 2,000 Europeans and 7,ooo natives have
fallen from 2,o89 in I897 to 209 in 1903, and the mortality
has correspondingly lessened. These highly satisfactory
results have been obtained at comparatively small expense,
the Canal Company having expended £4,400 in filling up'
and draining the marshy ground, whilst the special ant"-
malarial forces-the Drainage and the Petroleum Brigades-
have together coat £72o a year, figures which contrast most
strikingly with a previous " expenditure of £t5,oco on works
designed with the intention of improving the sanitary con-
dition of the town and £13,000 in medicine and' medical
attendance,"15 without the production of any beneficial
results.
The mystery surrounding the sleeping sickness of Africa

has been partially dissipated by the discoveries of Castel-
lani, Bruce, and Nabarro, and the remarkable life-cycle of
the trypanosoma is in a measure unravelled. A similar
chain of events appears to occur in Texas fever, and pro-
bably in other morbid states the lower forms of animal life
play a much more important rOle than is yet recognized.
Recent investigations by Leishman, Donovan, Ross, and
Christophers tend to show that the condition of chronically-
enlarged spleen and cachexia we have been accustomed to
ascribe to malaria is more probably dependent on another
distinct micro-organism.
Interesting as is the connexion which we now know exists

between the lower forms of- life and the presence of disease in
man, I must not occupy your time by further reference to it,
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and I must pass by the additionS to our knowledge of the
nervous system and its disorders, of the blood, tind of the
application of electricity in its various forms to the diagnosis
and treatment of injuries and disease, for it is not my inten-
tion to attempt to review the progreIss of medicine during the
years that have elapsed since the Association last met here.

THE PRINCIPLES OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE.
It appears desirable that I should remind you thus briefly

of some of the more striking changes which have taken place
in our conceptions of diseases, their causes, effects, and our
means of opposing them, for events crowd so rapidly on our
notice in these days that we are apt to forget how short a
time has elapsed since the veil was 'raised and we began to
see-dimly, it may be--the connexions which exist in disease
as well as in health between man and his surroundings.
Herbert Spencer's "environment"and Darwin's "survival of the
fittest" depend to a great degree on forces which, when these
phrases were fi-st made use of, were not present to the minds
of their inventors.
The exact knowledge, based on scientific research and

demonstiation', that we now possess of the cause and nature
of disease has greater influence on preventive or State medi-
cine than on clinical treatment.:' Recognizing the sources of
otir ills we are in a position to avoid'and guard ourselves
against them. To the general public the advances made are
most palpable in the triumphs of modern surgery, which is in
some danger of being led into excesses by the impunity with
which operative measures can now be undertaken. This
knowledge of facts in the place of the theories of former dajs
leads me on to a consideration of the position in which medi-
cine has stood in the past and that which it should now hold
in relation to the public ond the' State.

IN GREPWECIE AND ROME.
It is to be regretted that we know so little of the position

that the practitioners of medicine held in the State in the
Greek and Roman worlds. In Greece, at the period of its
highest intellectual activity, we know, from the references
made-to physicians by Plato and others, that they were men
of learning, and possessed of considerable influence. From
Plato also we learn that there were two or more distinct
classes or grades of practitioners, for in the Lawvs the Athenian
asks Cleinias: " You are aware that there are two classes of
doctors?" Cleinias: "Yes, and did you ever observe that
there are two classes of patients in States-slaves and free-
men; and the slave doctors run about and cure the slaves or
wait for them in the, dispensaries............... , but the other
doctor, who is a freeman, attends and practises on freemen?"
and the Athenian stranger goes on to describe the differences
in the mode of practice of these two classes of doctors ."
From this passage, also, we learn that the Greek cities at

that time possessed dispensaries-la7peZa-places where the
slaves and probably the poorer citizens were wont to consult
the doctors. From another passage in the Gorgias it appears
that in the Greek cities, there existed medical officers who
were appointed by the municipality,; for, when speaking of
the power of rhetoric, Gorgias says "that if a rhetorician and
a physician were to go to any city, and had there to argue in
the ecclesia or any public assembly which of them should be
elected State physicians, the physician would have no chance."
Socrates: "You were saying, in fact, that the rhetorician will
have greater powers of persuasion than the physician even in
a matter of health." Gorgias: "Yes, with the multitude."
Scrates: "You mean with the ignorant."17 I fear we know
to our cost that in matters of health the rhetorician and the
politician is still not infrequently of more influence with the
multitude than the physician.
Very little is known of the position of medical practitioners

in\ Rome during republican times; the wealthier Roman
families appear tohavekept in their retinues slaves orfreedmen
who had received some instruction in medicine and surgery
most probably in some of the Greek colonies in Italy, but in
Imperial Rome we know that in medicine the larger cities
possessed some municipal organization similar to, if not
identical with that which had been in force in earlier Greek
times. Before {he time of Antoninus Pius (A. D. 136) recognized
medical practitioners were exempt from ordinary civil obliga-
tions and local taxation, but their numbers had so largely
increased by his time that it became necessary to limit the
number of recognized practitioners in each city who should
enjoy this immunity; and Pliny, who seems to have had
nearly as bad an opinion of our profession as Cato, complains
that the law unduly safeguarded physicians, and that they
alone could kill a man with impunity.'8

The disorganization which after the fall of Rome affected
every community in Western Europe envelops the subsequent,
position of medicine in obscurity. During these unsettled
times the doctors appear to have been attached to persons
rather than to communities; and this condition prevailed to.
a greater or less extent until comparatively recent times, and
is even now perpetuated in the honorary posts attached to the
royal families.
Time does not permit me to sketch, however briefly, the

steps by which in this country,,the mediaeval, guilds of
barbers, barber-surgeons, and surgeons became gradually
developed into the surgeons, of to-day.11' The better regula-
tion of the profession in this country may be said to date
from the institution of the Royal College. of Physicians in'
15I8, which was entrusted with the general supervision of al}
persons not graduates of the two, English Universities of
Oxford and Cambridge who should practise physic through--
out England, and to the granting of a charter by Henry VIII
to the Barber-Surgeons twenty-two years later.'

THEa BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION AND MEDICAL
:LEGISLATION.

Sir John Simon, whose recent death should remind us of
the debt of gratitude which this country and sanitary science
owe to him for his many years of strenuous service in the
cause of sanitation, has, in his most interesting work ois
English sanitary institutions 20 a chapter entitled " Growth of
Humanity in British Politics." In it he traces the influence
of the religious revivalism under the Wesleys, and the noble
work of Howard in arousing among the better-informed classes
a humanitarian spiritwhich has been one of the many factors,
and perhaps the most powerful, which have led to the refor-
mation of the Criminal Code, the abolition of slavery, the-
Factory and Sanitary Acts of the nineteenth century. During:
the earlier part of the nineteenth century it was gradually
brought to the attention of thoughtful men that steps should
be taken to regulate the education and the practice of medica)
men. Tshe first result was the passing of the Anatomy Act.
in 1832, which was followed by, the appointment in i834 Of
a Committee of the House of Commons to inquire into "Ithe
laws and usages regarding the education and practice of the
various parts of the medical profession in the United
Kingdom." No report was presented by this Committee,
although it took a great deal of evidence; part-that reiating
to Scobland and Ireland-was never printed, and is supposed
to have perished when the Houses of Parliament were burnt.
Mr. Warburton, who acted as Chairman of the Committee,introduced in 184o a Bill into the House for the registration
of medizal prae'titioners, but found little support. Sir James
Graham and Mr. Manners Sutton prepared and brought in a
Bill, four years later, "for the better regulation of medica)
practice throughout the United Kingdom." The Government.
of the day declined to interest itself in the Bill, and no
further action took place until this Association-then called
the Provincial Medical and Surgical Association-under the
leadership of Sir Charles Hastings, brought the subject under
the consideration of Lord Palmerston in I853, anid of Sir G.
(irey in I855, in the hope that the Government would pro-
mote the Bill which the Association had prepared. Neither
Minister would undertake to bring it in as -a Government
measure, and a private member-Mr. Headlam, M.P. for
Newcastle-in 1855, and again in I856, introduced a measure
which represented the views of the Association. By the in-
fluence of Mr. Cowper, then President of the Board of
Health, the House of Commons referred the Bill to a Select
Committee-a proceeding which eventually resulted in the
Medical Act of I858, which has been productive'of incal-
culable benefit both to medical education and to the public.
This Association may well take pride in remembering that
this was accomplished mainly through its influence and
action.

POOR-LAW AND PUBLIC JHEALTH LEGISLATION.
Contemporaneously with the awakening of public opinion

to the necessity for a reform in the constitution of the medical
profession, by which the public might be able to discriminate
between those who were and those who were not legally quali-
fied to practise, the need for increased legislative power for
sanitary purposes was recognized. .The public mind had- been
arowed by the ravages of cholera, which-spread through, the
land in I831-2 and to a less degree in 1848-9; whilst the revela-
tions of the conditions. under-which the labouring poor were
living contained, in the reports of Urs. Neil Arnott, Kay,
Southwood Smith, Mrr. Chadwick, and others to the Poor-law
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Commissioners appealed to all but the most thoughtless, and
pr6pared the way for sanitary legislation.

I am not forgetful that from the earliest periods of civiliza-
tion it has been recognized that large centres of, population
have necessitated laws and regulations for the prevention of
uuisances and the removal of refuse. These were among the
naost -important duties of the Aediles in Rome, and in the
records of mediaeval London are constant references to the
removal of nuisances, the cleansing of the streets, and the
tiecessity for "avoiding the filthitress that is increasing in the
river and upon the banks of the Thames to the great abomina-
tion and damage of the people."X21
The dissolution of the monasteries and other religious

fou.ndations in the sixteenth century led to the whole
-eountry being flooded with pauperism, for however self-
indulgent the ecclesiastics may have been, they had always
exercised supervision over the poor on their estates, and
administered relief as required to those who were in the em-
ployment of the religious houses or of their numerous tenants.

This deplorable condition of the nation gave rise in the
.early years of Elizabeth's reign to our present Poor Law, and
during her reign, and that of her immediate successors, very
etringent Acts of Parliament and municipal regulations were
passed not only for the removal and prevention of nuisances,
but also dealing with vagrancy and mendicity, and provision
for the relief of pauperism and the care of the impotent poor.
From that time onward numerous local Acts on a variety of
subjects bearing on the national health were added to the
statutes, but no comprehensive scheme was instituted until
we come down to the Victorian Era, and the passing of the
Public Eealth Act of 1848 may be taken as the date of the
wise of a fresh branch of medicine-preventive or State
medicine.

It was then that the State publicly recognized what Hobbes
two hundred years before, when writing "of the Common-
wealth," had indicated as the function of the governing
lpower:

The office of the sovereign (be it Monarch or Assembly) consisteth in
the end for which he was entrusted with Sovereign Power, namely, the
proeuration of the safety of the people, but by safety here is not meant
a bare Preservation, but also all other contentments of life which every
man by lawful Industry without danger or hurt to the Commonwealth,
shall acquire to himself.2"
The health of the people, both bodily and mental, is the

principal asset of the nation. Without a vigorous and ener-
getic population no nation can make progress, and coincident
with the cessation of progress is the commencement of
decadence. We have heard of late very much about the
deterioration and degeneration of our population. I cannot
venture to express an opinion on such a complex and difficult
'subject, but I can safely say that there exist no standards by
which our present can be compared with our past condition,
and I greatly doubt if those who talk and write so volubly on
the subject are acquainted with the reports made to the Poor-
aaw Commissioners sixty years ago. The present state of our
population is serious enough, and it behoves us all, doctors
and laymen alike, to do what we can to ameliorate, if we
<cannot remove, the conditions which militate against the
health and happiness of the population.
Steam and electricity have revolutionized the world, and

the conditions of modern life are now entirely different from
those prevailing during the first decades of the last century.
The food, clothing, housing, and circumstances under which
large numbers of our population work are very different now
in both our rural and urban populations to what they were
then. Are the changes calculated to benefit the physical and
mental condition of the people ? or have all our boasted im-
provements proved snares and delusions? These questions
are fraught with the greatest importance to the nation; ques-
ions which in the absence of any known standards for com-
parison with the past it is difficult, if not impossible, to
answer.. I trust that the Committee of the Privy Council on
the physical disability of recruits now engaged in framing its
report may urge on the Government the desirability for a
physical census of the nation being taken, and renewed from
time to time; and that the physical condition of the children
in our primar.y schools should be watched, recorded, and re-
ported on as regularly and carefully as their educational pro-
gress. It is only by information of this sort, collected by
competent persons and duly weighed by those capable of
forming an opinion on the medical aspects of the question,
that improvement can be hoped for.

THAE CODIFICATION OF PUBLIC HEALTH LAW.
I have already alludedto the Public Health Act of I848 as 1I

I
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marking the introduction of preventive or State medicine.
Since that date numerous Royal and other Commissions h*ave
been engaged in -the investigation of a very large number'of
subjects bearing on the national' health, with the result that
from that time to the present the Legislature has been con-
tinually occupied in passing new measures for the further-
ance of health or the amending of old ones.*
A certain amount of consolidation of the sanitary law was

effected by the Act of i875, but the mass of sanitary legisla-
tion and the involved nature of it prevents the public, and I
might say the profession also, from being able to follow it.
Its complexity in part arises from different departments o'f the
Central Government being responsible for the means which
are taken for safeguarding the public health.
Legislation at the present time appears to me to be in

advance of administration, 'and it is not so much fresh legisla-
tion that is needed as the simplification and codification of
the existing law. 'The administration of the law cannot be
much in advance of the knowledge and feeling of 'the public;
and while giving full credit to municipal and other sanitary
authorities for the good work already done and the efforts
they are now making, the medical officers of health through-
out the country are painfully aware how great is the ignorance
shown by the mass of the population of the principles on
which the public health depends, and how great is the neces-
sity for educating the general public to a proper appreciation
of the elemental facts of sanitary science.
The all-important part that micro-organisms play in the

putrefaction and decomposition of organic matter and in the
pioduction of disease was unknown when sanitation first
seriously occupied the attention of the Legislature. The air,
the earth, and the waters all teem with them; and although
we recognize in some our deadliest foes, we must not forget
that it is due to the beneficent action in their countless
millions of other members of this group that we mainly ow'e
both the purification of the water we use and the earth we live
on: if it were not for their action we should be smothered by
our own refuse. As a consequence, this increase of knowledge
has rendered it necessary-for those who hold important posi-
tions in connexion with preventive medicine to have special
preparation for their work. The need for this was foreseen
by Sir Henry Acland, who, in his address, remarks that:
The Government will have to define the duties to be discharged by

public health officers or other officers of public medicine, and the
General Council of Medical Education will be able to direct the educa-
tion of those who aspire to the performance of the duties so defined.
The General Medical Council and the educating bodies have

fully acted up to this expectation of Sir Henry's, and the
universities and diploma-granting corporations have estab-
lished special courses of instruction and special examinations
requiring a very high standard of professional knowledge
from those who desire to qualify themselves for holding
responsible posts in preventive or State meaicine, which is
now justly regarded as the highest branch of our art.
Does the large body of highly-qualified officers of health

and do the medical officers of the Local Government Board
possess the influence in the Government and in the country
which they ought to own? I fear not; neither in the Govern-
ment nor in the country do they hold the position they are
entitled from their high qualifications and the import-
ance of their duties to command. Your President last
year directed your attention to the need for reform
both in the central authority, that is, the Local Goverment,
Board and in the local authorities.

THE INEPTITUDE OF THE TREASURY REPORT.
D)uring the pastyearyourCouncilandits Medico-Politicaland

Public Health Committees have been engaged in framing a
Bill which it was hoped might be brought before the con-
sideration of the Government. I am afraid from the nature
of the Report of the Treasu'r Committee appointed to con-
sider the position and duties of the Board of Trade and the-
Local Government Board there is not much prospect of the
Public Health Department of the Board receiving any
increase either of power or payment. The health of the
nation, on which its success and prosperity depend, is thrust
into the background with the remark that the President of
the Board "has the advantage not only of the profes-

* Of these the most important have been the Act of x588 by wbich the
powers then vested in the Board of Health were, together with other
powers, transferred to t.he Privy Council ; that of 1871, when the Local
Government Board was instituted, vesting therein certain functions of
the 8ecretary of State and Privy Council concerning the public health
and local government, together with the powers and duties of the Poor-
law Board; the Public Health Act of 1875 ; the amendment of the Yedteal
Act, t886. and the Local Government Acts of I888 and 1BOA-
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sional opinion of the Medical Officer of the Board, but
alsoi of the general administrative expei lence of the
permanent Secretary." In an article in the Times23 upon
the Report the writer remarks: "The commercial com-
munity cannot hope to exercise the influence due to its posi-
tion in national life so long as its official representative is
treatedi as of second-rate importance." These words appear to
me to apply with even greater force to the Department of
Public Health in the Local Government Board.

THE DUTIES OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD AND
MEDICAL OFFICERS OF HEALTH.

I do not think that there would be any advantage in my
dwelling on the terms of the Bill your Council proposed, but
there are certain points in connexion with it that should be
continually pressed upon the attention of the President of
the Local Government Board and the Government:

I. That whilst the administration of sanitary legislation
must be left to the local authorities, the central authority
should act as an advisory as well as a supervising authority.

2. That both in the Local Government Board and in the
local authorities the medical element should have greater
weight and authority than at present, and that the medical
officers of health throughout the country should be re-
sponsible to the Local Government Board as well as to the
local authority, and hold their office during the pleasure of
the Local Government Board and not at the will of the local
authorities.

3. That steps should be taken by which the medical officers
of health and the Local Government Board, wlhich at present
is the department mainly charged with supervising the
administration of the Sale of Food and Drugs Acts, should
undertake further duties of supervision and watchfulness in
relation to the purity and wholesomeness of articles sold for
food.

NEED FOR SUPERVISION OF THE SALE OF FoODS.
The need for such increased supervision was forcibly

brought to the attention of the Commissioners appointed to
inquire into arsenical poisoning. At the present moment
there are no means by which the officers, medical or other, of
County, Borough, Urban or District Councils who are re-
sponsible for the local administration of the Acts relating to
the sale of food can enter the premises and obtain informa-
tion concerning the nature ot foodstuffs or the process of
their manufacture. At present the maker of a foodstuff sold
under a fancy name-Grape Nuts, Force Food, etc.-is under
no obligation to submit to any authority the composition of
its ingredients. It is only after the foodstuff has been placed
on the market that any control can be exercised by samples
being taken for analysis, which, although showing the
absence or presence of deleterious matter, gives but little
uide to the suitability and value of the preparation as afood The enormous bulk of these fancy and largely adver-

tised foods on the market, both home-made and imported,
renders it essential that further power in the supervision of
food should be placed in the hands of the health authority.

RURAL HYGIENE.
The necessity for sanitary regulations being so much greater

in large towns, with their dense populations, manufactures,
and difficulty in disposing of their refuse, naturally led to the
earlier efforts in the direction of improved sanitation being
especially directed to their most urgent needs, and hence it
has arisen that the methods of sanitation applicable to large
towns have been accepted by the public as the only ones, and
are imitated in rural districts to the great loss and harm of
the community.21 It is greatly to be regretted that Sir
Edwin Chadwick's doctrine that not only domestic sewage but
all sorts of refuse are best removed by the scour of running
water has received such general adoption. Whilst the advant-
ages of the present system of sewerage, although ruinously
expensive, is undoubtedly very great in our large towns, and
must perhaps be perpetuated, it is not in accordance with
common sense that it should be recklessly applied throughout
the country. The disposal of the liquid sewage not only of
our large towns but of our villages, villa residences, and
country gentlemen's houses, has become a most difficult
problem for modern sanitarians. No one has any more justi-
fication in injuring his neighbour by wilful or culpable
negligence of sanitation, or by the means he takes to protect
himself frem the evils he has created, than he has in appro-
priating his neighbour's goods or trespassing on his'premises.
"In rural and semirural districts the individual ought no

more to ask others to keep him clean than he asks others to

feed him or clothe him." 25 The conscience of the public and
of the individual needs awakening to the immorality of injur-
ing the public weal for private convenience. We daily see
instances of small towns and villages expending vast sums oi
money in systems of sewers and sewerage works. A system.
of sewerage necessitates a constant water supply far in excess
of the needs of the inhabitants for domestic use; it introduces
a source of danger of pollution for the springs and wells of the
locality, and renders necessary the introduction of waterworks
to supply uncontaminated water-if, haply, such can be
found-brought, it may be, from a distance, and entails a
heavy and permanent charge on the locality. The interest of
the money thus spent would in many instances provide for
the neceasary expenses which a proper system of scavenging
would entail.

IRIBAN HYGIENE.
Is the Local Government Board, and are our urban and

rural sanitary authorities, xeally guided by their sanitary
officers? It is hard to believe it, for one sees around
one in the metropolis, and in our provincial towns
and rural districts numberless instances of divergence
from the principles of sanitaiy science. The enormous
value of land in London and our large cities has
led to a remarkable change in the character of their
buildings. At the very time that it became generally
recognized that fresh and moving air was one of the neces-
sities for healthy life, and whilst vast sums are being paid
for securing open, spaces and widening streets, the private.
speculator is allowed to erect huge piles of bricks and mortar
which effectually block the currents of air which are required
to freshenandvitalize theatmosphere of ourcrowdedstreetsand
thickly-populated courts. Is this wise? Is it in accordance
with our present knowledge? The Tudor and Jacobean
architects understood much better the principles necessary
for healthy life; we can have no better examples than those
around us here. The Colleges are laid out with spacious
quadrangles freely admitting air and sunlight, surrounded by
sets of rooms which are for the most part open to the air on
both sides, and seldom more than three stories in height.
The greatest enemies that the disease-producing microbe hAs;
are air and sunlight; some of them are deprived of vitality
and their power of evil by a few hours' exposure to sunlight.
What chance has the microbe of meeting these conditions in
the piles of brick and mortar which are now built around.
central wells, into which a few rays of daylight struggle by
means of glazed tiles, and to which the purifying and cleans-
ing action of a brisk wind can never reach?
We see equally regrettable proceedings, although of a very

different kind, going on in the outskirts of London and our

large provincial towns, and, I regret to say, in many of our,
rural villages. Rows and rows of houses-what are often
termed '-workmen's houses"-are erected on the plan of
third-rate London streets: no ground round them. no
gardens; the minimum. space allowed by the sanitary
authority of the district is all that intervenes between them
and a similar row, and unfortunately sanitary authorities in
their by-laws have based them on ones which may be
applicable to London but are calculated in suburban and
rural districts to reproduce all the evils of the town.
Sewers and waterworks are provided at the expense of 'the'
district, not for the benefit and advantage of the inhabitants,
who would rejoice in a piece of garden ground and space
around their homes, but to allow the landowner and builder
to make more money out of the ground-surface at their
disposal, to the hurt and damage of the district and the
nation.
In the decennial supplement to th.e Registrar-General's

Report for 1895. Table R shows that the rate of mortality
in England and Wales is in proportion to the density of the
population, the districts most densely populated having a.

mortality two and a-half times greater than those more thinly-
inhabited. The mortality per thousand livinig being 12.70 Ilk
districts with 138 persons to a square mile, and 33.00 in the
most densely-populated having 19. 84 to the square mile.
The corrected death-rate for "Urban England" being
22.32, whilst that for " Rural " was 16.95. Infant mortality is
by universal consent among sanitarians taken as a measure of'
the salubrity of a district, and an examination of Tables
S and T of the Registrar-General's Report shows bow-
excessive is infant mortality in "Urban England." Taking
the report for 190I, we find the infant mortality of the whole
country is i66 in every i,ooo births for males under
I year of age and 136 in every I,ooo births for females of the
same age, the urban death-rate being i8o for males and 149
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for females, the figures for "Rural England " being 136 and
407 respectively.
Table Q shows the same in a still more striking manner;

the agricultural counties of Herts, Huntingdon, Wilts, and
Westmorland, in which there are no large towns and no
crowded industries, stand lowest with an injant mortality
not exceeding ioo, whilst Northumberland (182), Durham and
Lancashire (I 79), Nottingham (I 72), have the highest infant
mortality of all our counties, London (149) and Middlesex
(130) holding intermediate positions.

Other factors besides density of population undoubtedly
have a share in producing these results; but there can be no
ioubt that density of population is one of, if not the most.
important of the causes producing this deplorable sacrifice of
life.
Very inte-resting figures are given by Dr. Sykes in his

Milroy Lectures, I901, showing that whilst the general and
infant mortality in the Peabody and Model Buildings in St.
Giles's is much below that of London generally, as would be
expected from the class of persons inhabiting them and the
supervision to which.they are subjected, the death-rate from
certain infectious diseases was in excess of that of London,
demonstrating the risk which is run by aggregating, even
under favourable conditions, a large population under what
may be considered one roof.
The phrase " back to the land " has of late been much in

the mouths of many would-be philanthropists and politicians.
and much has been written on this theme in the ephemeral
literature of the day. I fear that as a remedy for physical
deterioration or agricultural depression it must be regarded
as utopian; even the powers of the Legislature cannot prevent
the course of economic laws from taking effect; but the Legis-
lature might, 1 venture to think, do much which would aid
in preventingthecontinualgrowthof known andacknowledged
evils. It is the province of the Legislature, as Hobbes said,
to procure the safety of the community, even if it interferes
with the freedom of individual action; it is done every day
in connexion with infectious disorders and with the approval
of the public. Our sanitary authorities, guided as they now
should be, not by theories of. disease, but by facts capable of
scientific demonstration, should have the power to restrain
both individuals and public bodies from perpetuating and
increasing evils which threaten materially to injure our wel-
fare and prosperity as a nation. Overcrowding, whether of
houses or localities, should be more stringently dealt with,
facilities should be afforded for the removal of certain trades
and manufacttres from crowded centres, and public money
should be expended in affording ready means of access and
communication with them.
Hitherto our modern facilities of locomotion, telegraphic

and telephonic communication have had the effect of increas-
ing rather than relieving the congestion of our central dis-
tricts, whereas they might be used for the opposite purpose,
and enable many of our trades and much of our business to be
carried on outside the limits of our towns.
Rural sanitary authorities should be taught to shun, in-

stead of imitating, those methods of sanitation which have
been found by experience so costly, so difficult to manage,
and so productive of harm.
I wish, Mr. President, that I had been able to bring before

-you the question of the national health in a manner worthy
of yourself, this great audience, and the subject: it is one of
supreme importance, far transcending the ordinary political
issues of the day. I have endeavoured to point out the need
there is for us all to use every means in our power to educate
the public in this most vital question, to impress upon them
that sanitation is no longer a matter of medical opinion, but
is based on facts arrived at by the instrumentality of scientific
methods and capable of being scientifically demonstrated.
Legiil4tion, however good, cannot be effective unless it has
the 'willing concurrence of the people. Finally, I would urge
that. this powerful Association should use its influence to im-
press both the public and the Government with the desira-
bility of a physical census of the nation being taken from
time to time, and the necessity for the registration of the
physical condition of our children, on whom the future of the
country and the empire depends.
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At the Annual Meeting of the British Medical Association
at Oxford, July, 1904,
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SIR WILLIAM MACEWEN, F.R.S.,
Regius Professor of Surgery in the University of Glasgow.

MR. PRESIDENT AND GENTLEMEN,-My first duty is to
thank the British Medical Association for the honour it
confers by inviting me to give the Address in Surgery at its
meeting in Oxford.

Several Points Concerning Cerebral Invasion of Pathogenic
and Pyogenic Organisms.

Permit me to refer briefly to several points concerning
cerebral invasion of pathogenic and pyogenic organisms.
These points have previously been brought to the notice of
the profession in various communications by me, especially
in a work on Pyogenic Diseases of the Brain and Spinal Cord,
published in I893, and in the inaugural course of Lane
Lectures given by me in San Francisco in I896. Subsequent
experience, though modifying somewhat, has mainly con-
firmed and emphasized previous observations.

Localization of Brain Abscess arising from Primary Pyogenic
Cranial Lesion.

The first point refers to the localization of brain abscess.
Prior to the advent of cerebro-spinal surgery in its later de-
velopment, abscess of the brain was regarded solely as of a
pyaemic natpre, occurring by metastasis, and, owing to the
aberrant manner in which abscess formed, its localization
was regarded as impossible, except in the few instances where
abscess happened to occur in parts which gave rise to func-
tional manifestations. Even where abscess occurred as
secondary to a primary pyogenic cranial lesion, some were
inclined to believe that the brain abscess was equally due to
a pyaemic manifestation, and accordingly could occur at any
part of the brain, distant from, and without relation to, the
primary lesion.
Such was the old view, but early observation showed that

this view was untenable. It was seen that all brain abscesses
arising from the foci within the cranium were, if not in direct
contact with such foci, at least in contact with the infected
path which lay between the primary focus and the abscess.
Knowing the primary cranial pyogenic focus, one could

count upon the abscess being situated within a circumscribed
radius of that point.
Subsequent experience has abundantly confirmed this view,

and shows that in the great majority of instances in which
abscess of the brain has formed from primary foci on the ex-
terior of the skull, the brain abscess is situated in direct con-
tiguity with the infected structures. Anatomical features, or
the results of prior pathological processes, usually determine
the particular direction in which the pyogenic organisms pro-
ceed from the primary focus to the brain.

If the cerebral abscess remains unrelieved and continues to
grow, it may by extension implicate other regions of the brain
distant from the primary external focus; even then the con-
tiguity of diseased structure is generally traceable. So that,
by way of illustration, if one takes intracranial abscess result-
ing from ear disease, one knows that such abscess will form
within a limited area of the middle ear, the particular direc-
tion of the extension being determined by the anatomical
condition of the parts and the direction of the prior patho-
logical encroachments. The abscess will be foundeither within
the temporo-sphenoidal lobe contiguous with the infected
tissue round the sigmoid sinus or in the cerebrum in touch
with the infected path from the tegmen antri or tympani, the


